Introduction
Vector quantization (VQ) was introduced by Linde, Buzo, and Gray in 1980 [1] [2] [3] . It is a commonly used scheme for a grayscale image compression. Besides, it can be applied to the compression of speech. Basically, VQ consists of three procedures: codebook design, image encoding, and image decoding. The main goal of the codebook design procedure is to generate a set of representative codewords. The set of representative codewords is also called the codebook. The codebook is then used in the image encoding/decoding pro− cedures.
The LBG algorithm is the most popular algorithm for designing the codebook of N codewords [1] . In the LBG algorithm a set of training images is selected for a codebook design. Each training image is divided into non−overlapped image blocks of n´n pixels. Then, the initial codebook consisting of N codewords is chosen. Several rounds of the vector clustering process and the centroid updating process are executed in order to design the codebook. In the vector clustering process, each training vector is classified as a group corresponding to its closest codeword in the current codebook. In the centroid updating process, the mean vector of training vectors in each group is calculated. These calcu− lated mean vectors form the updated codebook.
Two possible termination conditions of the LBG algo− rithm can be used. One condition is that the LBG algorithm is terminated when the predefined number of rounds is reached. The other is that the LBG algorithm is stopped when the designed codebooks in two successive rounds tend to be stable. The performance of the codebooks in two suc− cessive rounds is stable when the relation distortion change is less than or equal to the predefined threshold. The relation distortion change for the i th round can be calculated by using the following equation
Here, D i and D i-1 denote the sum of the squared Euclid− ean distance incurred in i th and (i-1) th rounds of the LBG algorithm, respectively.
In the image encoding procedure, the given grayscale image is first divided into a set of non−overlapped image blocks of n´n pixels. Each image block is sequentially pro− cessed in the left−to−right and top−to−bottom order. The clo− sest codeword in the codebook for each image block is sear− ched and the corresponding index is stored. In the image decoding procedure, the same codebook that was used in the image encoding procedure is stored and used. In order to rebuild each compressed block, the codeword in the code− book corresponding to extracted index is employed to reco− ver the compressed block.
In general, a great deal of a computational cost is con− sumed in the LBG algorithm for a codebook design. Accor− ding to the literature, some improved algorithms based on the LBG algorithm have been proposed to cut down the computational cost or to design a better codebook [4] [5] [6] [7] . Besides, some fast codebook search algorithms for VQ have been proposed to accelerate the image encoding procedure of VQ without incurring any extra image distortion [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The index of each VQ−compressed block is stored in log 2 N bits with the codebook of N codewords. In other words, the required bit rate of VQ is (log 2 N)/nxn bpp. To reduce the bit rate of VQ, some methods aiming to compress losslessly the index table of a VQ−compressed image have been proposed [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition, some methods sacrific− ing the quality of a VQ−compressed image to reducing the bit rate have also been proposed [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Based on the study of VQ, we observe that the image quality of a VQ−compressed image is poor when the codebook size is small. To solve this problem, an improved image coding scheme based on VQ is proposed in this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the proposed scheme based on VQ is introduced. In Sect. 3, the experimental results and discussions are pre− sented. Finally, some conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
Proposed scheme
The aim/purpose of the proposed scheme is to improve the image quality of the VQ scheme with a small−sized code− book while keeping a low bit rate. To achieve this aim, the encoding of an image block by its mean value of pixels cooperates with the VQ scheme.
Image encoding procedure
Suppose the codebook CB = cw 0 , cw 1 , …, cw N-1 of N codewords was previously designed. The codebook CB is sorted by the sum values of the codewords, so that neigh− bouring codewords had high degree of similarity. The flowchart of the proposed image encoding procedure is de− picted in Fig. 1 . The given grayscale image of W´H pixels is divided into a set of non−overlapped image blocks of n´n pixels. There are w´h image blocks to be processed where w = W/n and h = H/n. Each image block can be viewed as a k−dimensional vector where k = n´n.
In order to encode each image block x, two possible encoding rules including the VQ scheme and the use of the block mean value are tested. We need to determine the best way to encode each image block. Firstly, the closest code− word for x in the codebook is searched and its index idx is stored. Besides, the squared Euclidean distance between x and its closest codeword cw idx is stored in dist vq .
Then, we need to find out the squared Euclidean dis− tance when x is encoded by its block mean value. The mean value x of the pixels in x is computed. Then, the squared Euclidean distance dist mean when x is encoded by its block mean value is calculated by the following equation
If dist vq is less than or equal to dist mean , x is encoded by VQ and the index idx of the closest codeword in the codebook is stored. Otherwise, x is encoded by its mean value and the mean value mean is stored. To record the block type of each image block, 1−bit indicator type is stored according to the following rule
if is encoded by if is encoded by its block mean value
When each image block is sequentially processed by the above mentioned process, the block types and the com− pressed codes consisting of the indices and the block mean values are generated. In order to cut down the storage cost of the compressed codes further, a two−stage lossless coding approach includ− ing the linear prediction technique and the Huffman coding technique are employed. Here, the block mean values and the indices are processed separately, because they have dif− ferent possible values.
We recall that the compressed code of each image block x may be either the index or the block mean value x. Before a lossless coding of the indices is executed, we need to transform all the mean values in the compressed codes into the indices, so that the linear prediction technique could be started. Each block mean value in the compressed codes is replaced by the corresponding index of the codeword that has the closest sum values of pixels within it. An example of such transformation using the compressed codes as it is shown in Fig. 2(b) is listed in Fig. 3(a) . The shaded indices indicate that they are translated from the block mean values.
Similarly, in order to encode the mean values in the compressed codes losslessly, we need to transform the indi− ces found in the compressed codes into the mean values. The transformation can be easily done by replacing each index value by the block mean value of its corresponding codeword in the codebook. An example of the index for the mean value transformation using the compressed codes as it is shown in Fig. 2(b) is listed in Fig. 3(b) After the two−way transformation of the indices and mean values has been done, the indices and the block mean values are processed by the linear prediction technique. Here, D denotes the data to be processed. Besides, L and U denote the adjacent left and up neighbours of D, respec− tively. Three prediction functions used in the proposed scheme are listed in the following
An example of the linear prediction technique for the block mean values is described as follows. There are 11 indices and 14 block mean values found in the example depicted in Fig. 2 . For processing the block mean values by the linear prediction technique, the index of the mean value transformation is executed to generate Figure 3(b) . Suppose the linear prediction function mentioned in Eq. (4) is used. The results of the linear prediction are listed in Fig. 4 . There are 14 prediction errors in this example. These prediction errors can then be encoded by the Huffman coding tech− nique to generate the compressed results. The compressed codes for the indices are generated after encoding losslessly the indices by the linear prediction tech− nique and the Huffman coding technique. Similarly, the mean values are encoded by the two−stage lossless compres− sion. The compressed result of the image consists of the block types of w´h bits, the encoded indices, and the encoded mean values.
Image decoding procedure
In order to rebuild the compressed image of W´H pixels, the same codebook of N codewords that is used in the image encoding procedure is stored. Besides, the prediction func− tion and the Huffman coding tables for the indices and mean values are needed to recover the image. The received com− pressed codes consist of the block types of w´h bits, the en− coded indices, and the encoded mean values. We need to re− cover the indices and the mean values, so that w´h image blocks could be reconstructed. The flowchart of the pro− posed image decoding procedure is depicted in Fig. 5 .
In order to recover the indices, the encoded indices are first processed by the Huffman decoding procedure to ge− nerate prediction errors. Then, these indices' prediction errors are processed by the reverse linear prediction proce− dure to generate the indices. Similarly, the encoded mean values are processed by the Huffman decoding procedure and followed by the reverse linear prediction procedure.
After the indices and the mean values of all the image blocks are recovered, each image block can be rebuilt by performing the following process. First, the block type indi− cator type is extracted. If the type is equal to (0) 2 , the index of log 2 N bits is extracted and the corresponding codeword in the codebook is used to rebuild the image block. If the type is equal to (1) 2 , the 8−bit block mean value is extracted and each pixel in the image block is replaced by the mean value. The compressed image of the proposed scheme can be reconstructed by recovering sequentially each image block by the above−mentioned steps.
Experimental results
All the simulations were performed on the IBM compatible PC with a Pentium IV 3G Hz CPU and 1G RAM. Four grayscale images "Airplane", "Boat", "Goldhill" and "Toys" of 512´512 pixels were used as the training images for designing the VQ codebooks by using the accelerated LBG algorithm [10] . In the simulations, the termination threshold of the LBG algorithm was set to 0.001.
Six test images "Airplane", "Girl", "Goldhill", "Lenna", "Peppers" and "Toys" of 512´512 pixels as shown in Fig.  6 are selected to evaluate the performance of the vector quantization scheme and the proposed scheme. Three of them are inside the training set of the codebook design. In the codebook design procedure, each training image is divi− ded into non−overlapped 4´4 image blocks. There are 16384 image blocks in each training image.
In the simulations, two image quality measurements are used. The first measurement is the peak signal−to−noise− −ratio (PSNR), which is defined as PSNR MSE =10 255 10 2 log .
Here, MSE denotes the mean square error (MSE) between the original and the reconstructed images of W × H. Basically, PSNR is considered as an indication of an image quality rather than a definitive measurement. However, it is a commonly used measurement for evaluating the image quality.
The second one is the structural similarity index mea− surement (SSIM) [22] . SSIM was proposed by Wang et al. in 2004 for the measuring of the perceptual similarity between two images. It is designed to improve the tradi− tional methods like PSNR and MSE, which have been pro− ved to be inconsistent with the human eye perception. The structural similarity index measurement of two signals x and y is defined as The reconstructed image qualities of VQ using different codebook sizes are shown in Table 1 . It is shown, that the image quality increases as the codebook size increases. The average image qualities of 26.502 dB, 29.205 dB, and 31.167 dB are obtained by VQ with the codebooks of size 16, 64 and 256, respectively. When the size of the codebook is less than or equal to 64, the average image quality of VQ is smaller than 30 dB.
In addition to the PSNR measurement, the SSIM value of each original image and its compressed image of VQ are also listed. According to the suggestions in Ref. 22 , c 1 and c 2 used in Eq. (8) The PSNR values and the SSIM values of the proposed scheme using different codebook sizes are listed in Table 2 . Similarly, the image quality increases as the codebook size increases in the proposed scheme. The average image quali− ties of 27.534 dB, 29.556 dB, and 31.321 dB are obtained by the proposed scheme with the codebooks of size 16, 64, and 256, respectively. The gains of the image quality com− pared to the results of VQ are 1.032 dB, 0.351 dB, and 0.154 dB when the codebook sizes equal 16, 64, and 256, respec− tively. The image quality gain of the proposed scheme decreases as the codebook size increases. In addition to that, the average SSIM values of 0.812, 0.846, and 0.882 were obtained by the proposed scheme with the codebook sizes 16, 64, and 256, respectively. Table 3 lists the results of the percentage of the image blocks that are encoded by the block mean values in the pro− posed scheme. It is shown that 85.180%, 67.855%, and 45.349% image blocks are encoded by the block mean val− ues in the proposed scheme with the codebooks of size 16, 64, and 256, respectively. The total number of the image blocks that are encoded by the mean values decreases as the codebook size increases in the proposed scheme. Experimental results of the bit rates of VQ and the pro− posed scheme with different lossless procession strategies are listed in Table 4 . Here, PM−0 and PM−HC denote the proposed scheme without any post processing and with Huffman coding, respectively. In addition, PM−TS1, PM− −TS2, and PM−TS3 denote the proposed scheme with the two−stage lossless coding using the linear prediction func− tions f 1 (), f 2 (), and f 3 () defined in Eqs. (4) to (6), respec− tively. According to the results, PM−0 required the highest bit rates. The proposed scheme with Huffman coding, PM−HC, slightly reduces the bit rates compared to PM−0. But, it pro− vides worse performance than the proposed scheme with the two−stage lossless compression. The proposed scheme with two−stage lossless compression consumes less bit rates than VQ when the codebook sizes are greater than or equal to 64. According to the results, PM−TS3 achieves the best perfor− mance. The average bit rates of 0.355 bpp, 0.354 bpp, and 0.398 bpp are needed in PM−TS3 with the codebooks of size 16, 64, and 256, respectively.
According to Tables 1 and 2 , it is obvious that the pro− posed scheme improves the image quality of the compres− sed image when a small−sized codebook is used. The ave− rage image qualities of 26.502 dB and 27.534 dB are obtained by VQ and by the proposed scheme when the codebook of size 16 is used, respectively.
Compressed images of VQ and those of the proposed scheme with the codebook of 16 codewords are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, for better understanding of the visual difference between the compressed images of VQ and the proposed scheme. According to the results in Fig. 7 , the false contour effect can be easily found in the VQ−com− pressed images. For example, the clouds in the sky in Fig.  7(a) are visually different from the original image as it is shown in Fig. 6(a) . In fact, the false contour effect can be found in the backgrounds of the VQ−compressed images. It also appears in the objects of the VQ−compressed images with continuous intensities. In other words, the visual quali− ties of the VQ−compressed images are quite poor.
However, the false contour effect cannot be found in the compressed images of the proposed scheme even when a codebook of 16 codewords is used. Compared to the results shown in Fig. 7 , the visual qualities of the com− pressed images of the proposed scheme are much better than those of VQ−compressed images. In other words, the pro− posed scheme not only improves the image qualities, but also provides better visual qualities of the compressed ima− ges compared to the VQ scheme.
Conclusions
The improved image compression scheme based on the VQ scheme is proposed in this paper. In this scheme, the block encoding using the block mean value cooperates with the VQ scheme. Besides, a two−stage lossless compression approach is designed to cut down the consumed bit rates. According to the results, more than 1−dB image quality gain is achieved in the proposed scheme when the codebook of size 16 is used. Compared to the VQ scheme, the required bit rates are less than those of the VQ scheme when the codebook sizes are greater than or equal to 64. In addition to that, the visual qualities of the compressed images by the proposed scheme are much better than those of the VQ scheme. Furthermore, the false contour effect cannot be found in the compressed images of the proposed scheme. 
